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Archangel Zadkiel Speaks:
Hello and welcome! Indeed we are most gratitude-full. Now that is a word! Gratitude-full! Indeed it is a great time to be here.

Entering the Full-ness
It is important to recognize that you are indeed full, and that fullness has many, many, many different components does it not? To be
full is to be filled, to understand, and to be indeed in the joyous moment of the recognition of the truth of your being-ness. This is what
it is to be most full, to be complete. My goodness! What is completeness? What is fullness? How are they the same? How are they
different?
We ask you to pay attention. When one is full, when one has completed, one is indeed with great light. One brings forward much light
into the top chakras, those that are in the exploded crown. You all remember the exploded crown? Yes, good. Within the exploded
crown chakra is great light, great fullness, great completeness. In this fullness, in this completeness, you are able to lift magnificently
into your being-ness in many dimensional realms. It is time as they say to get off the pony. (much laughter)
As you get off this pony, you are able to walk in a land of multi dimensional enthusiastic and expansive being-ness. You are an
expansive being.

Dissolving the Body and the Ego
We implore you to take time to allow the body to dissolve along with the ego. You have worked on the ego, it is true. Many say, “Oh
the ego this, the ego that.”
You have allowed this dissolving of the ego to attain a level of accomplishment. You have allowed it to happen, and you have interjected
many new light points into all the divine ascended chakras. It is most wondrous that you allow this remnant, this piece of non you
called the ego, to dissolve. Do you not?
Maybe sometimes you do. Maybe sometimes you don’t. OK!
Know that as you allow this dissolution to happen it is time to allow the body to dissolve with you. See your body becoming many points
of great light. Allow yourself to dissolve into the lightness. This is where the fullness comes from. This is where the completeness
comes from.
Have you ever not been so filled with joy, so filled with love,
so filled with contentment, that indeed you were full always? In all ways!
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Focus, Clarity and True Vision
This is a most powerful remembrance because as you move forward in this time now, as you are here now, your planet is spinning faster
with each passing moment. With each moment! This is not an event that is coming; it is an event that is happening.
You are in the process now. Stop waiting, start participating!
As you participate, give yourself the opportunity to ask yourself regularly;
Where are my eyes focused?
Where is my attention?
Am I focused on the Divine, or am I focused on the density?
From your focus everything becomes clear.
Ask yourself to focus in that manner which brings forth great clarity of vision. So many say, “I can not see, I have no vision. I can not
see. Where are my glasses?” (laughter)
We ask you all now to declare that you do not need glasses. In the clarity of true vision all is clear. Only in a realm of density do you
need glasses. For only in the realm of density so things become unclear. Have you ever felt unclear? If so, then know in that moment
you were fully in density.
In density you are indeed often squinting to find clarity, often grasping at what feels comfortable, often not quite sure, yet moving
anyway because of a compelling energy to get where you are going and make good time while doing it. (laughter)
So it is important to pay attention. It is important to look at your vision. What do you wish to see? Where do you wish to be? Now that
you are aware, what is around you? What is indeed? So many say what is my purpose? Why am I here? We hear this often, oh yes we
do! What is my purpose? Why am I here?

Your Purpose and Path
Dearest children there is only one reason you are here. It has many, many, many different forms, yet there is one underlying reason.
You are light and you are expanding. You are an effervescent spark of divineness. You are joyous light dancing, celebrating,
experiencing and being.
How you choose to express that light is where each of you has your own path. All of you are on a path. The question is what path are
you on?
You may say I don’t know. What is my path? Where is the path? Oh my goodness I am lost on the path, took a wrong turn on the path!
Know that all paths lead home. All paths dearest children! How you go there is completely up to you. Completely! Sometimes you
must take many paths and sometimes you may have many forks in the road, do you not? Yet the forks are part of the path. Each fork will
lead to another fork and eventually they will all bring you back to where you are seeking to go. You must first release judgment that you
are on wrong path or you have not done enough, been enough, or are good enough.
The judgment of any path interferes with your own path.
We have spoken often that when you can walk your path clearly while not interfering with the path of another, it is a wondrous and
beautiful way to be.
Yet have you ever asked if you have interfered with the path
of yourself through judgment?
It is important to pay attention to this. What are you judging and why?

Learning to Celebrate Your Judgment!
When judgment comes forward it is an opportunity for you to become ever clearer. It is a way to recognize that in that moment, you are
indeed, densi-full. Oh another good word! (audience laughter) You are densi-full!
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So now that you are densi-full you can have fun with that. Dance in the densi-fullity so that you can fully enjoy your density. As you
dance and give yourself the opportunity to see clearly, you break free with every moment. With every moment!

Living in the Cycle of Preparation
Dearest ones, we wish for you to recognize that you are at the close now of a great cycle. You are completing the cycle of preparation.
There is a rapid escalation beyond this time that is in front of you right now.
So knowing that this time of completion is right in front of you now, where do you choose to place your consciousness? Do you choose
to be full, or do you choose to be empty? Do you choose to be in joyous recognition that you are shifting multi-dimensionally all the
time, or do you choose to simply say; “This is too much for me to look at, can not deal with this now.” OK!
You must simply be present with which energy comes forward to you and stay present and accepting with that energy. Do you question
yourself? If you do, than love the questioner and recognize that you are not questioning anything. It is time for you, more than ever, to
simply pay attention.

You are Not your Body
Your bodies are calling to you now more than ever. They are seeking to hold you. They are seeking to help you stay in the density. Your
bodies are very densi-full. Oh yes! Your bodies right now in this moment, in this time of your collective history of expansion are letting
you believe more and more that they, (the body), are you.
Ok simple exercise. You wake up and your soul-self says, “Today I shall meditate or today I shall do a practice that is good for the truth
of me.”
Now, your body comes forward and says, “What are you kidding me? I don’t have time for that.” Or your body comes forward and says,
“Let somebody else do that, you don’t have to do it.” It is most important to know that this is not you who is talking, this is the body
coming forward and saying look how powerful I, (the body), am.
Remember dearest ones, just like your brain, this is not you, (your soul-self). Your body and your brain are beautiful servants for you to
have available. They exist for you to experience, for you to grow.
It is time for you to claim the truth of your power without any doubt!
It is time to stand and declare the truth of your being-ness. Know that as you do, your body will indeed begin the dissolution into light.
Multi-dimensional shifting, existing, and manner of being become effortless as you claim your being-ness.

The Joyous Release of Dogma
Laugh often! Dance and be joyous in the recognition that you and your planet, are indeed shifting. It is so easy to stay by the old dogmas,
is it not? You all have been dogmatized! Oh yes, it is very much like traumatized only with dogma. So you have been dogmatized. It
is now the time to completely TRUST YOUR HEART.
If in your heart you do not feel an action or belief is right, yet even one hundred thousand or more believe it to be so, who is to say that
your heart is not correct? You are! You must trust your heart that much!
You must trust your heart to the point that you can peacefully recognize your truth regardless of any outside influence!
If you know in your heart the truth of your being and have made your declaration, than you have made your choice. Have you said, “Yes,
I know the being that I am and I recognize the divine of God in everything, in all.”
For when you have made that choice with that much power, you have infinite recognition of all paths and all choices. In that your
heart can stand stable even when many around you say no this is correct because we all believe this is correct. Take time to truly
understand.
It is important to recognize, dear ones, that you can not trust your own heart if
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you do not recognize your own divinity in a greater way than you have
ever recognized it before.
It is time for you to own the being that you are, not to just talk about it, not to sit around saying, “Hey, is this a cool concept or what?”
It is important for you to absolutely go within the depth of your being-ness. To love your body so much that it has no fear. To honor
yourself so much that you know you are taken care of, and that you are protected.

Understanding Coming Events: Terror or Joy?
Dearest ones, always know that we come to offer you great joy and great understanding. For many you are at the time of rapid shift and
rapid, how we say, we take moment to say this, there will be much on your planet very soon that will cause many the experience of terror.
Because of this, you must know that this world, this country, is not immune to this energy. Yet you have the choice to only participate
in joy. It is your choice. How do you wish to participate?
There will be those who see joy and those who see terror in the same event. It is up to you. You must recognize that as you move
forward into the ascended heart, and as your heart anchors as the root chakra of the ascended system, you have an opportunity. This
opportunity is to not only to hold light for yourself, but simply in the presence of who you are offer peace, offer love, offer joy…just in
your presence.
You can not walk around and say to people, you must do. We do not offer you this. What we offer you is the opportunity to simply come
forward in your own light, simply come forward in your own being-ness, for each of you to simply know what is right for you. Stay in
your presence of your heart and as you do you will navigate everything. There is nothing to fear.
Anytime that we offer you what you would consider to be a future event, you must recognize that there is only now and there is no past
and there is no future. If we futurize, we take away from right now, do we not? So it is important to stay in presence and as we stay in
this presence we are simply inviting you to come most forward in your own being-ness. Most forward in your own connection. How
would you like this to look for you? You are a powerful co-creator, so co-create! What do you wish to bring forward as a powerful cocreator? To do so, you must first recognize that you are a powerful co-creator.
Now for some, their minds come forward and say, “I can not handle this, not true for me, can’t do this.” Good!
In the mind of many skeptics is the gift of opening up the door of
loving themselves even more.
So just be yourself. Just be yourself! Be true to you, honor in your own being-ness that is expressing in this now.
In the next fourteen months, much will happen and much will be prepared. How do you choose to prepare? How do you choose to
be?

The Gift of Simply Be-ing
Know that as you hold your light, and you have heard us say this before, for each of you that claims your Divine Oneness, and Divine
understanding, and for each who has no need to do anything except to be in the truth of their being-ness, you hold open a portal for one
hundred thousand others. Is it not the time to do that more than ever? Yes it is! So we invite you to focus on that gift.
You have started a cycle of great and wondrous light.
Know that all paths lead to enlightenment. It is not reserved for a few.
It is a doorway that is open for all of you. You simply need to recognize you are already that. Stop searching. Start being. As you
do, all unfolds effortlessly.
Know that we love you dearly. Know that our heart shines through your heart as your heart beams connected as one through the
universal strata of great knowing. It is with great joy and many blessings that we have spent this time with you. A question, oh yes!
Questioner: I have a question about karma because you have said on the millennium karma was over and I am wanting to understand the
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things that are happening right now. Is it a cleanup, like a sweep to clean things up. When you hear of things that happened in situations,
does it feel like the past life pull is over? I just need you to address the karmic issue a little more.
Archangel Zadkiel: We shall offer you this. It is a powerful question that you ask because many seek to understand this better. This
indeed is much that we could talk about for a long time, so we will offer you as much as possible in this time. Yes, Yes, Yes, dearest ones,
all karma, as you understand karma, was lifted off of this planet during the time of the millennium. This was a predetermined timing
that is part of the expansionary experience. A time when the recycling of lifetimes and the learning of soul lessons would transmute
from a density based system of alignment, and free itself to offer the reunification energy. Now we must go back and explain what we
just said, do we not?
When you became the travelers, those of light that have gone on this journey of traveling, you have been traveling a very long time.
The goal, if you would use the word goal, of light is to experience, expand, and become ever more joyous, ever more expansive. As
light you recreate often, often. Often becoming in yourself greater light, greater being-ness, greater color, greater tone, greater harmony.
With every cycle you have refined more, opened more, become available to more.
We talk now just about the third cycle, for indeed you have cycled through this three times. Yet in this time and not just three lifetimes,
ok do we need to explain that? Ok, good. So in this third cycle of the experience of light as density, in this culminating time, on this
planet for you that are here, because we are talking about those of you on this planet here right now, have gone through many different
soul evolutions, and not all on this planet. Yet you have touched this planet at least more than once, which is why you are asking this
question now.
For many years there has been great wisdom revealed that has offered you the opportunity to break free of karmic cycles and up until
this time, very few have broken free. There are very few, so you point to a few and say look at this one, look at that one, you call them
masters, you call them prophets, you call them many things. They have indeed shown many ways on how to relieve or release through
that cycle. Yet as great beings of light, you are all predetermined, in your words again of this world, to reunify.
You are at the time now, and we shall explain. Visualize a big ball. You have been coming all the way around the ball and now you are
ready to sling shot your way back. This is the only way we can describe that. YES, it is hyper drive. It is indeed!
As you are ready to go back into the reunification, it is no longer a karmic debt. There is nothing to be repaid on both a personal,
if you use this word, or global basis. Everything now is part of reunification, everything!
Yet we go back to the word densi-full. In an energy that is very densi-full, there are great habits that say things can only be happening
because of karmic debt. There are those that refuse to believe karma is lifted, so indeed they will continue the habitual patterning that
creates it. Yet indeed it can be gone in the moment of recognition.
The energy of karmic repayment is gone as is the time of the ascended chakras available to you now. None of these energies were
available on the planet up until what you call just a few years ago.
You are rapidly entering a cycle. How many of you feel that days now seem like hours? Does not time seem like it has speeded up
so much you can not keep up with it? Guess what, don’t! (much laughter) We encourage you, let go of linear time. It will make you
crazy. Oh yes, it will make you crazy. You will look at your watch and go how did this happen? Can not be, what day is it? You will
find yourself doing this more and more and more. Those who do stay closely aligned to linear time without recognition will indeed find
themselves in greater discomfort.
We understand that you are living in a world that has restrictions on you. You say I must be here at a certain time; I must be there at a
certain time. OK, recognize that without being it. Do not own it, and when you have those days, train yourself to let go of all time. You
get up when you need to get up. You go to sleep when you need to go to sleep. If you wake up in the middle of the night wide awake,
then wake up and have a party. Have fun! Go back to bed when you can. Stop denying the cycles of energy that are running through
you. You have much energy running through you, and you deny it. Why do you deny this to yourself? Because linearly you are told
you must do it another way. It goes back to what we said earlier. Just because so many say it is the correct way to do something, if your
heart knows different, trust your heart. Start training your heart. Start training your heart.
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Questioner: When you say to prepare and to be joyous, should I go out and get a chicken or something to feed people with on kind of a
big scale? Is there a way to prepare for this?
Archangel Zadkiel: What a good question! Physically get a chicken, is this your question?
Questioner: Yes.
Archangel Zadkiel: OK. It is important to recognize how your heart is calling you. What does preparation look like for you? It is
important for you to look within you own heart. You must, all of you, all of you, come into your own heart now for your answers. When
you ask your questions, train yourself to trust what you know is true. So you bring your hands to your heart and as you breathe deeply
activate the heart as the root center of the ascended chakra system and then you ask yourself any question. In that one moment is the
true answer. This is what you must train yourself to do. Trust that true answer, because often times it comes forward so fast you deny
it and then the brain kicks in. By the time the brain kicks in, it is usually not the same answer.
So ask yourself, “If I wish to buy a big chicken, where can I get the biggest and how do I bring it out?” It is truly up to you.
Now as far as physical preparation, the greatest gift that you can give yourself once you have made the choice, is to keep your eyes
focused on the Divine. Then, recognize your body is terrified. Your cellular level, all of you, all of you, at a cellular level know the shift
is happening. You all know it, you can not deny it. It is inside of you. For many of you over the years it has simply been fascination
energy. Oh I shall read about UFO’s. Oh I shall read about this; I shall read about that. You all have a different fascinations, yet you
find a curiosity. How you truly prepare is to go beyond curiosity. Move into action and one-ness of your own heart’s heart. Go to your
heart. How do you prepare? We offer you steps.
Go into your ascended heart. Activate your heart with breath. Take the Divine Galactic Blueprint and spin it, feel it. Dearest children
from each point in the ascended chakra system, there are twelve more points. The chakras of the energy of the fifth dimensional
experience that carry you forward well beyond any dimensions we have spoken of here.
How do you prepare? By recognizing the truth of your being and trusting your own heart. Each of you knows the truth of your heart;
you know your answers. Trust them, trust yourself, trust your answers. If you can not trust yourself, then love yourself for knowing this
is where you begin. Remember not to judge. Most important. Many blessings.
Questioner: What are we preparing for? What is coming?
Archangel Zadkiel: Whoa! Big question is it not? (much laughter) We have offered you many insights on what is coming. The greatest
gift we can give you is to know that what is coming for all six billion is the great gift of reunification. That you are at the time. This is
the time of your own evolution of density, of great reunification in a manner that has not been done before and you are closely within
this time. How each one of you experiences this is truly up to you. Each will be fulfilled in their own soul’s recognition of this energy.
Because of this there are many energies that are available and present to you now.
What is coming is still up to you. How you create it is in your own heart. Collectively you will all have many similar experiences while
you will also have many individual experiences. Dearest ones so many come to us and say, “I want a date, a time and place. I want it
now, and unless you give this to me I have nothing to listen to!”
Ok, this is fine. Those are the same ones who would have the date, the time, and the place and turn around and that would still not be
good enough. It would still not open their heart.
All of the answers that we offer to you are to help you open up your own heart.
We will share with you a time of great, what many will call turmoil, many will call it joy. It is simply where you choose to be. Many
blessings.
Questioner: I am seeing two suns in the morning, one behind the other. Is that a multi-dimensional experience?
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Archangel Zadkiel: Congratulations! Yes indeed you may remember or you may not, that we have offered sun gazing as a very potent
and powerful exercise for all to do. The purpose of sun gazing was to be able to take your vision beyond the central sun you see here
and to see the second sun.
As you have given yourself the opportunity to see the second sun, you are seeing multi-dimensionally and you are also seeing that which
is very real in many worlds. So gift yourself when you look. Look beyond and go into the second and from there it is simply an open
portal that will take you further. This is why we have encouraged the sun gazing because it is a very powerful energetic technique that
will help you to become ever more adept at being multi-dimensional. Congratulations!
Questioner: This is sort of a two prong question. I feel things shifting inside myself and I feel my energies sort of coalescing. I feel the
need to start training my mind and expanding my awareness, but at the same time I feel like I am trapped in a sort of a cycle of surviving
and I don’t feel like I have enough space to create what am I to, to allow my creative energies to manifest what I want in my life, and
become a more aware conscious person. I was hoping you might have some insights on what somebody with not a lot of time or money
can do to continue to allow that creative space to happen.
Archangel Zadkiel: What a good question and we honor your courageousness for asking as we ask you to honor your courageousness
for being. Dearest child! Money, time, linear functions, are only those things that are designed to help you believe that you do not have
enough to move forward. So we invite you to open up your heart. You take your hand where it is right now, put it flat on your chest
(over the heart), there you go. Breathe and take your other hand, put it on stomach (solar plexus), very good. All of you who wish to
also clear this energy can participate.
Breathe in the breath, draw it in, for which ever hand is calling to you, draw the breath into one hand and release it through the other.
Offer yourself the gift of connecting deeply with the Divine that you are. Offer yourself the gift of becoming the observer. Become the
observer of your own energy which takes no time and no money. All it takes is concentration into being-ness of Divine Oneship. As
you continue to do this everything that you seek will begin to become apparent. It is that simple dearest one. Where do you focus your
attention? What do you listen to? Are you listening because you think you should, because you feel obligated, or because it serves your
heart and your soul?
Take your hands to this position frequently and ask yourself, “Am I doing this because of my heart or am I doing this because of
obligation?” Start listening to the truth of your being and everything you seek will unfold. You can not pull out of the density loop,
which indeed you are in, unless you can understand deeply the illusion that it is by becoming the observer. You can do this with breath.
You can do this with consciousness. You can do this with the star practice. It is a very simple way to begin.
Breathe often dearest one, you do not breathe enough. Water, water, water, you need much more water than you drink now. It is also
important for you to clear. There are energies running through you that must clear out. So take your hand and put it on the back of your
neck, and take the other hand and do same. Very good. Now breathe in deeply and let the air go out through the hands. For any of you
that need to clear energies and so often we all need to clear energy, this is very powerful. Breathe in deeply, bring in the breath, and let it
go out through the hands. Do it again. Now on the next breath also feel the breath come in through your third eye. This simple practice
done often with a straight spine will help bring great clarity, but breathe deeply and with intent. All it takes is a couple minutes. Very
good. Many blessings.
Questioner: You said in the next fourteen months there is going to be some changes happening, natural disasters are already happening
all over the world. Is there more concentration in one area or another for instance the east coast and the west coast?
Archangel Zadkiel: It is important to understand dear one, that there will be many, many, many geographical changes. The next
fourteen months will give you plenty of opportunity to recognize where those changes will be most dramatic. Pay attention to all that is
happening. Follow the lay lines of the earth. If you must look at what is happening, follow a lay line. See where it goes. Pay attention
to the poles. Pay attention to that which is happening. These answers you already know in your heart. The greatest thing for you to do
is to pay attention. It is easy, nor is it in our place, to give each one of you, ok you this day, this time, here. This is not of service. What
is of service is for you to become aware. As you become aware and as you follow this preparatory time, what will happen for you is
that you will be able to not only prepare yourselves through your own light of clarity, all those around you will be prepared also. That
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is the great gift.
It is very simple to pluck days and times, and it does not serve the greater reunification of Light. With a day and time, your heart does
not need to activate. All you need to do is dig your cave and get in it. We are not here to help you dig a cave. You must know that. We
are here to help you open your heart and lift into the truth of your being; from there your greater service is present. If you wish to dig
cave, there are many who will teach you.
What we will teach you is how to lift into your heart and above and truly be present for all without ever having to say a word just by
being the truth of who you are. This is the honoring of light. Make your choice. Make your decision and know where you want to be.
Know and trust that you will be exactly where you need to be in any moment and time. Do not fear. Fear dearest children, is what causes
separation. It is not about fear, it is about joy. So take that one in.
Questioner: I wanted to return to karma because I find that the definition of it is different through out the world. One thing I was
wondering about that we touched on again today was, when people are in the world and they are not in this room and they are not
committed to serving light, I imagine in the reunification of all things all beings received the gift of removal of karma. So what happens
in that case of people that are not doing service or blessings or doing, can we just say bad things in the world, do they have no karma of
their actions?
Archangel Zadkiel: This is a good question! We appreciate it. Let us first of all share with you there is not good or bad, there is only the
judgment of what is good and bad. There is only that which we are on this planet now saying, “Oh I judge this to be spiritual or I judge
this to be non spiritual or I judge this to be good or I judge this to be bad.” It is the same with the light and the dark.
All karma has been lifted. What that means is that all souls are now free for reunification, AND not all souls are choosing reunification
in the same way. Can we agree on that? Good.
So now from there, at the moment of reunification every soul will be experiencing reunification based on completion of this experience
of this realm of density and this time of expansion. So not all souls will experience the same way, meaning some are now in light. Some
are carrying light as light bearers. Some are meant very much to hold torches on the path. There will be a time when so many will be
on the path at once they will be confused and have no idea where they are. This is why so many need to be torch bearers. Those torch
bearers have already brought themselves forward and say, “I am anchored as a torch bearer as are those who are anchored in many
different ways.”
All beings without any exception are part of reunification. All souls as part of their completion in this time of reunification will go
through a process which may under the definition of the dogmatic understandings look like they are still working out karma based on
action. OK? Good.
The Suph’alla, (the Benevolent Ones), wish to speak, so we are going to bring in the Suph’alla and invite any of you who still have
questions to ask them. Many blessings dear ones, many blessings.

THE BENEVOLENT ONES SPEAK
Yes. It is indeed with profound pleasure that we come and offer you great and joyous hello, and the blessing of many energies from many
worlds and many times of deep connection. Our heart sees your heart and the multi colored strands that you are can not be hidden.
You are more beautiful than you know.
It is time for all of you to allow the great being that you are to come forward with greater knowingness, as we have come forward
now to offer you information of a nature that you call galactic and that we simply say “is”.
In this Is-ness is the wondrous opening of Divine Light. We invite you today to take in the understanding, the memory of being in
the cradle of Divine Light. The space where all is Oneness, and where separation does not exist. The place where there can only be
divine cradling, comfort, joy. No expectation, because it does not exist. Simply being in the space of Is-ness knowing your truth, your
being-ness; not yearning, wanting, needing, and simply knowing from a space that is beyond the heart, from a space that expands many
hearts.
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Re-claiming Is-nes
Your timing as you call it, has separated your heart from your Is-ness. There has been a fracture in this realm of density experience.
From this fracture you have expanded many separations and gone into many experiences that have been designed to create distrust of
your own Is-ness. So you become accustomed to the distrust of yourself, of others, of this experience, and it becomes normal, does it
not? In a world that has taught you that normalcy is conformity.
It is most important for you to recognize that you are at the time now where you are free to not conform. You are free to simply be
Is-ness again.
The way to do this is to give yourself the many gifts of the recognition of the Divine cradle.

Entering the Divine Cradle
We are offering to you today an energy transfer of the Divine cradle. So we bring it to you. Breathe into the top of what you call the
forehead. As we offer you this gift, let yourself feel this cradle. Let yourself simply be cradled and understood from a level of great
Light, Love and Joy. It is a galactic understanding of cradle ship. As you bring this into you, feel yourself comforted in all things. Know
the gift of your own connection. As you experience multi-dimensional wisdom, there is great color, great light, and shape.
You may offer yourself a reconnection with this energy of the great cradle at any time. Too often on this planet, you feel you are not
cradled. You feel alone. You feel misunderstood. You feel as if you are not known and yet we have always seen you as you have always
seen you. You have never been alone. You have simply been on a grand adventure.
In this Divine cradle ship we are activating a vortex, you may feel some swirling, and you may wish to close your eyes. As this energy
comes forward, many of you are in the time of Divine Oneship. In this Divine Oneship you may find what you call many past lives
running through you very quickly. Simply observe and let them go. It is not a time to be stuck in past life, past connection. It is a time
to be right here with you. A past life, in this moment, is nothing more than a fantasy of what you were, of what you could be and what
you have brought forward.
It is time to claim the declaration; “I am Is-ness! I am Is-ness!” In the understanding of Divine cradling, cradle yourself as you cradle
the planet. Cradle yourself as you cradle the planet. Bring forward this energy of the Divine mother, put yourself in the cradle and be
nourished.
Know that we stand around you now with great and most wondrous energies of connection. You have been through this many times.
Many of you have felt great disconnect, great confusion, lost-ness. This illusion does not exist in the cradle of Divine Knowing. This
cradle is yours.
Many of you will experience in the next few days maybe weeks, unusual body, how we say, feelings ok. You may feel an ache, you may
feel a pain; you may feel a stuck-ness. Go into the Divine cradle and cradle yourself at that time. Put your arms around yourself. Allow
the sway, allow the Divine cradle, you are being re-birthed on a galactic level.
You are in the process right now of galactic rebirthing. Reunification is indeed a rebirth, and in this rebirthing you are free. You are
connected and you are indeed back in the arms of the Divine. You have never left and you are there now. You can never not be. If you
stay in the Divine cradle, all is in Divine Being and all is in Divine energy, Divine support and Divine love.
We wish today to offer you this energetic transmission. You are receiving this on many levels and so let that self come in. Breathe deep,
many holding breath. We look forward to our time of connection with you so much. It has been many, many, many eons since we have
had this connection. Your heart has waited as has ours. We love you, we miss you, and we are here yes.
Know the truth, cradle yourself. You are home in the Divine being of your truth. This is your home. Here you do not need to be the
warrior, you to do need to be the prince, you do not need to be the princess, you do not need to be other than that which you are. No
expectation, no pressure, just you in your magnificent gloriousness.
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So as you breathe in this peaceful being-ness that you are, we will entertain your questions if you like.
Questioner: The love that we feel here from you, is it possible for humans to emanate this much love?
Benevolent Ones: Dearest one, yes what you feel from us is your Divine love. We simply have returned at this time without any
filtering. This is what love feels like without any filtering. So are you able to express this? Of course you are! This is the gift of this
time. For at this time all the filters are fading away. Your own experience of love is coming in ever more.
Questioner: We live in this world that tells us many ways to strategize, to move. How can we bring this beauty into business and those
things?
Benevolent Ones: In the recognition that business and those things, are simply an expression of all that is, there is no longer a need
for separation. So you float into that as a continuum of love. You come into the Divine cradle and then go forward. You break with a
paradigm that tells you one thing and you create the Divine space to open another. You can do this indeed, you have prepared to do this
for many eons. Those that are able to break the continuum and bring forth this love will open a doorway for others to emulate.
You are at the time of great shifts which is why we are able to be here now. You can break with one paradigm as long as you make one
continuum of loving Divine cradle ship. Simply go into it and amaze yourself with how glorious you are.
In the Divine cradle you will find the answers you seek and the timing that you wish. Feel the energy of your own love.
For many eons we have simply held space as you have held space here. It is now time for us to create this space together.
Reunification, dearest children, is a joyous event and we are delighted to be with you.
We bid you a joyous welcoming and ask you to invite yourself into
the cradle of Divine-ness often. Be in joy. Be in Oneness. All Is-ness.

1 See Monthly Message 3, January 1, 2005, of the 5D Series
 See The Divine Galactic Blueprint
 See Message One of the Fifth Dimension Series
4 Read Sacred Union: The Journey Home by Sri Ram Kaa and Kira Raa
 The Archangelic Realm has taught that we have had three expressions of density, Tu’Laya, (Leumeria), Atlantis, and the present time.
 See Monthly Message 8, Section The Sun, The Moon and The Lumens, of the Fifth Dimension Series
 See appendix of Sacred Union: The Journey Home for this practice.
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